Meeting Minutes
9/11/02

Attending: Hiral, Jenn, Arthur, Soojin, Andy, Katie, Tao
Absent: Parul, Anant

1. Meet Matt Traum, potential GSC rep
Motivations include participating in undergraduate life
Accepted as GSC rep; vote: (5-0-2)

2. New recognitions
KATIE: e-mail groups
White ballot following groups and invite to meeting on September 25th at 7:
- Lambda Phi Chapter of Alpha Delta Phi (ehren)
- Mu Tau Chapter of Alpha Epsilon Pi (alexmek)
- MIT/WHOI (msb)
- MIT Nanotechnology Club (lburns)
- MIT Talent Forum – bring hard copy of Talent Forum Petition Appendix (darrenz)

Invite to meeting for discussion:
- MIT Argentine Tango Club – funding and uniqueness is an issue, please clarify (mgracani)
- MITSI – be prepared to discuss differences with JSA (skorb)
- Iranian Studies Group at MIT – discuss becoming subgroup of Persian students, describe expected interactions (amostash)
- E33 Productions – discuss how interactions with other groups will work (ajp)
- MIT Punk and Ska Coalition – seems distinct (disej)
- NSP – National Service Group, explain why cannot join others service groups, fear of draining other groups’ resources, literature about national group (aceji)

3. Activities Midway wrap up
Huge success – thanks to everyone!!!!
Early returns – attendance list will be sent and penalties will be decided
ARTHUR – personal checks for televisions to ASA account

KSA/Sport Tae Kwon Do situation
Appeared at midway though not an officially recognized group and not registered
Pose threat as performing group without performance area – huge liability
Reasonable to give up early returns
KSA restricted to one early return next year
Vote: (3:0:5)

NOTE: Must clarify rules for midway next year; guest groups may not be invited, only ASA registered groups may participate
Early Returns for next year – obtain a few more for freshmen living on campus

4. GBM details
Date: Wednesday, October 2, 2002
Location: TBD; preferred rooms – 6-120 and then 10-250 and then 54-100
Agenda:
- TAO: overlook and propose amendments to the ASA Judicial Process
- JENN and KATIE: Derecognitions from last year
- Collect new constitutions at this meeting.

5. Shuffling of old responsibilities
1) Bulletin Boards (allocations – good for a year (IAP))
- Bulletin Board Czar: SOOJIN

2) Bulletin Boards (policing public boards): ANDY

3) Student Activities Lockers: KATIE

4) Mailboxes: PARUL

5) Provisional Recognition follow-ups: KATIE

6) Office allocations (follow-ups): ANDY

7) Webpage: ANANT / TAO

8) Activities Files: KATIE

9) Athletics: ANANT

10) Database: ALVAR / TAO

11) CACAB (CAC Advising Board): ARTHUR

* 12) Walker Cleanup: HIRAL and KATIE (changed)
   - New key locks
   - Blueprint is on-line; ANDY e-mail Hiral

13) Reading Room: ANDY

14) Judicial Procedures – TAO

15) FOCUS – HIRAL
   - get specifics to Jenn so she can prepare slides

JENN: e-mail Andy with contact information for new Latino student group office

6. ASA Official details (inclusions).
   Arthur compiled major issues
   No other inclusions

7. Open floor
   Postering Violations:
   Fine everyone
   Three separate $25 fines for each of Chi Phi, PKT, McCormick
   TDC, Sig Ep, Debate Club, MIT Western Hemisphere, Counterpoint, Women’s Volleyball: $25 fines
   Also fine IFC – just IFC for movie posters, LGC for posters outside building

ANDY: e-mail groups in violation of poster rules

ANDY: make file for poster violations

ARTHUR: mark names in file once paid

SOOJIN: pester administration for new bulletin boards and glassed-in boards

Have a great week guys! Remember to think about GBM.